Abstract-The poor SNR of fMRI data requires that many repetitive trials be performed during an event-related experiment to obtain statistically significant levels of inferred brain activity. This is costly in terms of scanner time, necessitates that subjects perform the behavioural task(s) for long durations which may induce fatique, and vastly increases the amount of data generated. In this paper, we present a method to enhance the statistical effect size using ICA, so that the same level of significance can be obtained with shorter scanning times. We perform ICA on fMRI data from a simple event-related motor task by projecting the original data onto the linear subspace defined by the task-related ICA components. This essentially denoises the signal and results in significant improvement in the effect size. Using simulations we demonstrate that the proposed ICA-denoising procedure is robust to a variety of realistic noise models and enhances the performance of Least Squares estimates of the evoked hemodynamic response.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since it was first introduced to fMRI in 1998 [1] , Independent Component Analysis (ICA) has proved to be a powerful method for exploratory analysis of fMRI data. Of particular interest here is to employ ICA for the extraction of the event-related signal from the complicated fMRI data under a poor SNR.
FMRI experiments are typically performed in a "Block designs" [8] or "Event-related Designs" [9, 10] . In the former, the task is performed repeatedly in order activate brain regions and saturate the hemodynamic response. In the later, subject is instructed to respond singly to intermittently presented stimuli, so that the shape of the evoked hemodynamic response can be inferred. When event-related studies are analyzed, the fMRI data are divided into epochs time-locked to stimulation presentation, which are then averaged to obtain a mean response to the stimuli [11] . This method of analysis implicitly assumes that the data can be accurately modeled as a deterministic signal that is precisely time-locked to stimulus presentation and is corrupted with random noise that will tend to zero when averaged over many trials i.e. all signals not precisely time-locked to stimulus presentation, including other brain signals and decaying responses from previous stimuli are assumed to be noise. However, if underlying components of the data are not completely random with respect to stimulus presentation, they may tend to average to values other than zero thus introducing biases in the estimates of stimulus locked signals.
ICA has proved useful in exploring the validity of some assumptions underlying event-related fMRI analysis. Analysis of fMRI data with ICA has suggested that there can be considerable trial-to-trial variability in the fMRI BOLD response [2] . Moreover, other components besides the dominant task-related component may still be significantly task-related, but with different latencies and variability in latencies [3] .
As the evoked hemodynamic response (HDR) is typically small in fMRI data, numerous stimuli must be presented to achieve a given level of statistical significance.
Accurate estimation of the form of possibly overlapping, often miniscule stimulus-evoked HDR in the face of underlying noise is challenging. A linear model has been proposed to isolate the stimulus-induced fMRI BOLD response [12] . In the linear approach, a stimulus convolution matrix based on the timing of stimuli presentation is derived and the HDR is estimated by multivariate regression using ordinary least squares [13] . By estimating the noise covariance, the maximum likelihood (ML) estimate of the HDR was studied in [13] . Further, by exploiting the prior knowledge of the anticipated HDR shape, hemodynamic basis functions can be incorporated into the estimation process to improve the estimator efficiency [14] .
The choice of a suitable noise model may enhance the sensitivity and the accuracy of estimating the evoked HDR. Much prior work has assumed a white Gaussian noise model (e.g., [6] ), though it has been suggested that noisy MRI data may follow non-Gaussian distributions, such as a Rician [4] . Methods suggested for noise reduction in fMRI data include wavelets [16] , spectrum subtraction [15] and component analysis [7] . However, the extent to which evoked brain estimates are biased by the choice of noise models has yet to be fully explored.
In this paper, we present work which elucidates the above concepts. We perform ICA on fMRI data from a simple event-related motor task, and show that naïve application of Infomax ICA may overfit the data as several spatially-independent components appear task-related. However, we demonstrate that projecting the original data onto the linear subspace defined by these task-related components essentially denoises the signal and results in significant improvement in the effect size. We then perform simulations, using a number of different noise models. We demonstrate that the ICA-denoising procedure compares favorably to previously described regression methods for determining HDR and is robust to a variety of noise models. (1) where the event sequence x(t) is a sum of time-shifted delta functions determined by the stimulus intervals, h i (t) is the evoked hemodynamic response of each voxel i, which is to be estimated, n i (t) represents additive noise and '*' represents the linear convolution operator. In a discrete version, we define the corresponding vectors y i , h i and n i , thus the model becomes:
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where X is the so-called stimulus convolution matrix determined by the event sequence x(t). We plan to estimate the HDRs {h i } based on the fMRI observations {y i }.
B. Proposed scheme to estimate the evoked HDRs
The basic idea of the proposed scheme is to first denoise the observations by ICA analysis. In brief, the data are first analyzed by ICA and the event-related components are identified. The original data is then projected into the linear subspace spanned by the components of interest. The proposed scheme is summarized as follows:
Step-1: Apply Principle Component Analysis (PCA) to achieve dimension reduction [17] . PCA seeks to achieve dimension reduction by projecting the original data into a few orthogonal linear combinations (the PCs), thus it provides the best linear dimension reduction performance in the sense of mean-square error.
Step-2: Apply ICA, and choose the most related components. In the current situation, the first 50 principle components were subsequently used as input to ICA. Infomax ICA [5] was then used to separate the eigenimages into spatially independent components [1] . The associated time courses were then estimated.
Step-3: Select components deemed "task-related" by modelfitting. Denote the j-th component by the vector f j.. If f j is event-related, according to the signal model (2), we expect that f j follows a similar formulation in the form , j j j n Xe f + = where e j is the original event-related signal. Therefore, we propose to select components deemed "task-related" by fitting each component vector to the above model to estimate e j in the least square sense (ˆj e ), and using the corresponding relative fitting error, defined as
as a criterion to determine whether a component f j is task-related or not.
Step-4: Denoise the observation by projecting the original data onto the selected independent components. Without loss of generality, suppose the components f j, for j=1,..M, are determined as 'task-related' in Step-3. One simple way is to denoise the original voxel vector y i is to project it onto the signal subspace spanned by the components f j , j=1,..M. Suppose that the noise after the denoising process is temporally uncorrelated, then the maximum likelihood estimator for our problem reduces to the above ordinary least-square estimate.
It is worth mentioning that, in
Step-4 we denoise the signal by projecting the raw data into a "signal subspace" derived from ICA (Equation 3). This is different from previous methods of removing artifacts within the ICA components by simply setting those components to zero [7] . If we consider the data Y, we are modeling the ICA data as:
[ ] [7] .
For comparison, we compared the HDR estimate calculated from the original data:
To determine if any of the time points contained in h i has statistical significance, a null distribution for each voxel was determined by computing averages from randomly placed 16-sec windows containing the same number of stimuli as in the original case. One thousand draws were used to calculate the null distribution.
C. Simulations incorporating several noise models
To test the robustness of the proposed denoising procedure to noise, we consider the addition of several types of noise to idealized underlying signal. The noise parameters are chosen to yield an SNR of around -15dB in order to emulate the low SNR observed in real fMRI data.
The simulation of ideal error-free fMRI observations is performed as follows. First, the unbiased ML HDR estimator described in [13] was applied to a real eventrelated fMRI data. Then, using the convolution matrix X and such estimated HDRs, the voxel event-related time courses were reconstructed to create a "true" underlying signal that was then corrupted with different types of noise. As we base our simulations on our collected data, the data size settings are as follows: the number of total voxels of interest is 7846, the number of stimulus is 126 with durations randomly distributed between 13 to 17, the temporal length of the observation is 2160, and the duration of HDR is assumed to be captured in a 16sec window. The choices of noise models are as follows: Case-1: Spatially and temporally white Gaussian noise. In other words, the noise covariance matrix is assumed as
The SNR was chosen to be around -15dB. Case 2: Temporally correlated Gaussian noise with 0-mean and covariance matrix R n . R n was estimated from the real fMRI data, and the SNR was around -13dB. Case 3: iid Rayleigh noise. The noise is assumed to follow a Rayleigh distribution (i.e. special case of Rician, with the parameter A=0). The SNR was around -12dB. In all cases, the estimation performance of the proposed scheme was compared with that of the LS approach (5) when no denoising process was performed.
D. Estimation efficiency
Due to the complex nature of ICA and the unknown noise model of the event-related fMRI data, it is impossible to characterize the estimation performance of the proposed scheme analytically. Hence, performance demonstrations are based on simulations. In this study, we aim to estimate HDRs as efficiently as possible. To evaluate the estimation performance with regard to this objective, we may examine various statistical criteria, such as the estimator efficiency E defined in [13, 18] . Let h and hˆbe the true and estimated HDR with length n, respectively. To evaluate the estimation performance, we calculate the correlation coefficient (CC) between the estimated HDRs and the true ones. We also study the relative estimation residual power (i.e. the is desirable for an estimator to fit the real HDR curve in a least-square sense, where E(.) denotes the expectation operation. Note that this estimation criteria r is closely related to the estimation efficiency E in [13] which is defined as the reciprocal of estimator variance. Assuming the HDRs are normalized, r defined here is the reciprocal of E defined in [13] . The reason why we chose to study the criteria r instead of the criteria E is due to that r is generally restricted to the range 0 to 1. The larger the CC and the smaller the relative residual power r, the better the estimation performance.
III. RESULTS Figure 4 shows the true HDRs and the HDRs estimated by the proposed scheme under the presumed realistic Rician noise model [4] (Case-4) for 6 typical voxels. The proposed scheme, LS-D, more closely followed the underlying signal compared to the LS-R estimate, with LS-R and LS-D representing LS approach described in (5) and (4), respectively. Unlike the estimate from the proposed LS-D, the LS-R estimate occasionally demonstrated more than 1 peak in the estimate.
To further evaluate the estimation performance statistically, we study the performance measures in terms of correlation between the true HDR and the estimated HDR (CC) and the statistical efficiency (r) discussed above. Table  1 shows the statistical results of estimating the HDRs, where the empirical means and standard deviations of these two performance measures are reported. The proposed ICAbased scheme provided consistently superior estimate performance over the LS-R approach without ICA denoising. Both methods demonstrated significantly degraded performance with the temporally correlated Gaussian noise model (Case 2), although the LS-R method was more severely affected. Figure 5 is a scatterplot comparing the z-score of the 4 th time point (i.e. 4sec after stimulus presentation) for each voxel for the LS-D and LS-R cases. The 4 th time point was chosen because each time point within the estimated HDR had an associated z-score, and the peak was typically at time points 4-6. The other scatter plots for time points 5 and 6 (not shown) were qualitatively the same. Almost all (93%) voxels had greater z-scores using the LS-D estimate compared to the LS-R case, as evidenced by the position of the point above the 45° line. The distribution of the z-scores across all active voxels was z = 4.42 z = 2.3 for LS-R and z = 8.90, z = 3.8 of LS-D. The spatial distributions of activated voxels using the original and denoised data were qualitatively similar (Fi.g 6, To ensure that any spatial differences between the estimates based on the raw and denoised data were not the result of arbitrarily chosen threshold levels, we plotted activated voxels under a range of different thresholds ( Figure 6 , lower panels). Again the spatial distribution of activation was qualitatively similar across the two data sets. From Fig. 6 , we can see that the proposed scheme resulted in areas of significant activation that were qualitatively similar to the denoised case. However, the effect size, or significance of activation, was much higher in the denoised case ( Figure 5 ). As scanner costs are considerable, this suggests that the same level of statistical significance could be obtained with substantially fewer stimuli presentations, resulting in less scanner time, or fewer subjects being scanned in order to obtain a desired level of statistical significance.
fMRI data results
To take into consideration of the over-fitting issue, we denoise the signal by projecting the raw data into a "signal subspace" derived from ICA (Equation 3). This is in contrast to previous methods of removing artifacts within the ICA components by simply setting those components to zero, as suggested in [7] .
III. CONCLUSION & DISCUSSION
We propose a scheme employing ICA denoising and LS estimation of the evoked HDR. Simulations suggest that the method is more robust to different noise models compared to naïve application of LS. The result is a considerably increased level of significance of activation for a given voxel, but qualitatively similar spatial distribution of activations over all voxels. We suggest that the proposed method has the potential to substantially reduce total scanning time requirements to achieve the same level of statistically significant activation. We are currently investigating a more general model in which HDR of each trial could have different magnitude over time. Original data effect size (z-scores) Denoised data effect size (z-scores) the vast majority of voxels have increased levels of significance after the proposed denoising procedure, evidenced by the fact that they lie above the diagonal line (same horizontal and vertical scales). 
